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Situation Analysis 

Mission and Goals 

Seven of Hearts wine is operated alongside Luminous Hills, with both labels being managed 

under one owner, Byron Dooley. Dooley has been producing wine since 2006, using grapes from 

both his own vineyard and grapes he selects from various local vineyards in the Willamette Valley 

and neighboring Columbia Valley. According to their website, “the goal of Seven of Hearts is to 

produce fine wines that truly reflect their terroir – vintage, site, soil and clone.” The overarching goal 

is to provide quality wine through a variety of methods, from hand-selecting grapes, plots of land 

and working in close collaboration with the grape growers. 

 

External Environment 

Some of the most important tenets in the Oregon wine industry include sustainability and 

locality, with an emphasis on accessibility. In 2010, 38 percent of Oregon’s vineyards were certified 

sustainable (oregonwine.org). Oregon is known for wine, with many visitors traveling to Oregon for 

the sake of it, such as in the case of the International Pinot Noir Celebration. It is an asset that 

Oregon wine is established around the world as quality wine. The most popular wine in Oregon is 

the pinot noir, with 12,406 planted acres in 2010 (oregonwine.org). This is followed by the pinot 

gris, chardonnay, Riesling and cabernet sauvignon. The wine industry is largely successful, with total 

sales amounting to 1,930,763 cases in 2010, according to the industry facts provided by 

oregonwine.org. “In the US, Oregon ranks third in the number of wineries and fourth in wine 

production. Most choose to keep their production small to preserve quality; Oregon’s producers 

average only 5,000 cases a year” (oregonwine.org, 2010). 

One of the largest threats to Seven of Hearts is that the Oregon wine industry is highly 

saturated. According to Wines Northest, an online guide to wines, there are approximately 50 

wineries and tasting rooms in the Yamhill-Carlton district alone, not including the McMinnville 
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viticultural area. According to Wine Tour Oregon, the entire Yamhill County area houses 150 

wineries and vineyards. Many of them also emphasize local businesses and products, and are 

comparable in size to Seven of Hearts. This means that Seven of Hearts must distinguish itself in the 

region amongst numerous other, similar wineries.  

 

Business Analysis 

Seven of Hearts is a label that explores different vineyards and AVAs and Luminous Hills is 

wine produced from purely estate fruit. Both labels are under the same owner and produced using 

native yeast fermentation and whole cluster fermentation when appropriate. These wines have 

minimal additives and handling, producing a comparably genuine wine that represents the intimacy 

the winemaker has with each bottle. Seven of Hearts and Luminous Hills are relatively new labels, 

with Dooley’s first vintage produced in 2006. Dooley owns an 11.2-acre vineyard and sources grapes 

from various other, hand-selected vineyards. From 2010 to 2012 Seven of Hearts and Luminous 

Hills wine received more than 40 prestigious awards, recognition and accolades (Seven of Hearts). 

Some other aspects that the company can accentuate include handpicked land wherein soil diversity 

and slope were taken into consideration. The price-point of most Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills 

wines is affordable for the quality, ranging from $14 to $42. 

Overall, the company is doing well, and offers affordable and quality wine. They are 

receiving recognition for their product in the community as well as nationally, but are limited by the 

size and production restrictions that many intimate wineries have. One specific issue that is worth 

noting is that the Twitter handle of Seven of Hearts is @7ofheartswine, which can easily be 

mistaken for “7 of heart swine.” One thing that can be done to remedy this is to capitalize the 

appropriate letters, making the handle @7ofHeartsWine or @SevenOfHeartsWine. The company 

Facebook page is updated frequently enough, and the content focuses on wine-related subjects. The 

Facebook page also has links and posts related to the awards and recognition that Seven of Hearts 
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and Luminous Hills has gotten, which is to its accolade. The Twitter and Facebook pages seem to be 

using appropriate language and displaying appropriate types of messages with plenty of links to 

outside sources to justify their claims. These social media sites could potentially be used for more 

promotions, such as competitions, in order to further engage Seven of Hearts consumers. The 

website has a classy design, but there is an empty box on the lower right corner that could be used 

for blog posts. A blog would be beneficial to the social media presence of the company and is one 

of the most important and respectable channels to get information out in the world of social media, 

especially if it is written well and filled with interesting and useful information. Also, the Google 

algorithm favors blogs, so the more Seven of Hearts is mentioned in blogs, the higher our chance of 

appearing in search results become. The Facebook and Twitter page should also be mentioned 

somewhere on the homepage of the site. Finally, the site is slightly dated and could be monitored for 

anything that would make the site seem undermanaged. For example, on the contact page, it gives 

the special tasting room hours for the Thanksgiving and Memorial weekends, even though it is 

almost Christmas at the time of this report. One thing that can hinder the company is that it lacks 

one comprehensive piece of communication material online, such as a brochure or flier, which lists 

all of the social media it has, the Seven of Hearts website, wine availability, prices and the tasting 

room location and hours. 

 

Target Audience 

The target audience for this campaign will be males and females, ages 21 and above, who 

reside in Oregon, particularly the Willamette Valley and nearby areas.  They will be educated at a 

college degree level or above and well-traveled. The target audience can either be experienced wine 

connoisseurs or new wine drinkers, and they will enjoy a glass of wine to socialize or paired with 

food. They believe in sustainability, support local business and enjoy being able to speak directly to 

whoever is involved in creating the wine they drink. The target audience are the consumers who are 
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most likely to become (or already are) repeat consumers of wine over hard liquor, enjoy engaging in 

their local and wine community, care about the world around them, read newspapers regularly and 

seek out new information and experiences. 
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Campaign Plan 

Goal 

To gain more local awareness and attention for the quality of Seven of Hearts / Luminous 

Hills wine. 

 

Objective 

To improve our social media and web presence, as well as earn local media coverage of 

Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills products. 

 

Strategies 

The first strategy of this plan will be to build relationships with the local media, bring 

exposure to the company and bring consumers to the trial stage. We must get people to try our 

wine, and then write about it. This can be done by gaining more local media attention for Seven of 

Hearts / Luminous Hills. 

 The second strategy we will implement will be to gather buzz and acknowledgement among 

the local communities, particularly the foodie community. We should get these audiences through 

the attention, evaluation and trial stages of our product. This is important because the local groups 

are also likely to be wine patrons due to the popularity of wine in the area, and they will have friends 

to whom they can refer Seven of Hearts. Once we garner recognition from the local community that 

enjoys food and wine, word will spread through word-of-mouth and their personal channels. This 

strategy is mainly to encourage more people to try our product, with media attention resulting from 

the success of the strategy. 

Finally, our third strategy will be to engage and entertain our current customers in more 

interactive and fun ways in order to keep them continually returning to Seven of Hearts / Luminous 

Hills. This is important because even though we are striving to earn new attention and customers, 
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we never want to neglect the customers we already have. We should make being a Seven of Hearts / 

Luminous Hills patron fun for everyone, both new and old customers. 

 

Tactics 

In order to fulfill our first strategy, we must have a newsworthy event to be covered by 

various local media outlets. We can host a fundraiser event that will allow people to try our wines. In 

order for this event to be successful in terms of attendance and local media coverage, we must 

partner with a non-profit organization that is in the spotlight at the time. Our partner must have 

their own loyal following, such as Invisible Children. One thing we have to be careful of in this 

choice is that we must not choose a group that is surrounded by too much controversy, as it will 

alienate some members of our target audience. Another possibility is to turn the event into an 

awareness raising event. Overall, it must be a fun event to attend, but it must have a larger cause in 

order to catch the local media attention. One idea is to hold a vertical tasting, which Seven of Hearts 

/ Luminous Hills has never done before, with proceeds going to benefit the Oregon Food Bank. 

Another tactic we can implement to fulfill our first strategy of gaining more attention from 

local media is to submit our wines to competitions focusing on local businesses, which will be 

published by local communication materials. Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills is already active in 

participating in competitions, receiving positive response and recognition from wine judging 

competitions. However, there are some wine writers who should be considered, such as Lisa Shara 

Hall, Carl Klooster and Katherine Cole, who are well-read writers in the local media but are difficult 

to get both positive attention and full coverage from. Usually, personal connections must be built 

before persons in journalism are engaged in the company. This is largely because of the nature of 

newspaper writing, which focuses on newsworthiness (usually sensational or negative), timeliness, 

impact, prominence, proximity, bizarreness, conflict and currency. We will have difficulty finding a 

story on Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills that can be sold on bizarreness, conflict (hopefully) and 
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impact, but we could find a story with prominence based on the recognition we get from respected 

reviewers and competitions. We could also do a story with proximity focusing on the locality of the 

business, and timeliness based on the events we hold (cannot be wine-club exclusive) and currency if 

we are willing to get involved in current events (again, we must be cautious of controversy). 

Some local media outlets we will want to submit press releases to include the Oregon Wine 

Press and Discover Yamhill, which are both owned by the News-Register. An example of a potential 

headline is “What’s a winning combination?” and can talk about Seven of Hearts and Honest 

Chocolates. Another story can be on food trends in a foodie state, and include the frozen yogurt, 

wine and chocolates, healthy juice fads. These stories can be submitted to the lifestyle section of the 

News-Register or The Oregonian. Something that will increase our chances of getting into the local 

media is if we provide information on our company in an interesting and new way, such as virtual 

wine tastings, or creating videos of the employees at the vineyards trying wine and giving their notes 

on it. 

In order to fulfill our second strategy of gathering buzz among the local foodie community, 

we must be seen in areas with good food and wine. This means that we should have our wine rack 

cards in good restaurants from around the area, local bed and breakfasts, at wine associations, tourist 

information centers (such as Cozine House in McMinnville) and anywhere we donate wine. If 

restaurants will allow, we should also place wine rack cards at restaurants on Third Street (such as 

Nick’s, La Rambla and the wall in Geraldi’s) and downtown Carlton. We can also place brochures 

and business cards in shops, restaurants and tourist associations around Oregon (ie. Pioneer Square, 

where there is a large TriMet and tourist center). 

 Something else we should do to appeal to the foodie community is to have a Valentine’s 

Day dinner, featuring our wines. Valentine’s Day pairs well with the label and design of Seven of 

Hearts, which also means our wine makes an ideal Valentine’s Day gift. It would be extremely 

beneficial and appealing to the foodie community if Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills not only did 
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a romantic couple’s dinner, but sold wine and chocolate packages. We could pair the Honest 

Chocolate’s wine tasting chocolates and sell these as a set to people who need Valentine’s Day 

presents. We can do special occasion pricing, giving people 10 percent off on all purchases 

beginning two weeks before Valentine’s Day, with subsidized shipping wherein we use nice boxes 

for consumers who have loved ones in distant places. In addition to press releases, we must 

advertize our Valentine’s Day specials on the home page of our website and anywhere we advertise 

our wine tastings and tasting room. 

To get this target audience to the trial stage of our product, whenever we are asked for 

donations, we should start offering gift certificates to wine tastings for up to two or four people. It is 

more impactful and memorable when people come into the tasting room to try our wines, as 

opposed to them trying it at a charity event. They may not even see the label at these events, so it 

makes more sense to donate gift certificates instead of bottles of wine. 

In order to fulfill the third strategy, of engaging and entertaining our current customers, our 

wine club members can be invited to attend a party for Seven, the cat that Seven of Hearts is named 

after. This celebration will focus on wines with Seven on the label, such as the Pinot Gris. We 

should have complimentary tastings of the Pinot Gris and invite wine club members to enjoy food 

and cheese pairings with the wine. This event will also emphasize how well the white wines from 

Seven of Hearts pairs with food. This will be an event that appeals to wine club members, who are 

engaged in the story of Seven of Hearts. However, it is not likely to be considered a newsworthy 

event in the local media. 

We must also tailor all communication materials to our current buyers. We should tailor the 

verbiage and jargon to their level and control the level of sophistication of language to the level of 

education of most of our consumers. Our newsletter should be specially written and geared towards 

the demographic that most of our subscribers belong to. That means if many of our newsletter 

subscribers also enjoy food, we should put a piece about which restaurants Seven of Hearts wine is 
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served in. If many of our subscribers are health-conscious, we can put a piece about the health 

benefits of wine. It will also be a fun idea to have a special hashtag on Twitter for our current 

consumers to use. We should encourage anyone who has bought a bottle of Seven of Hearts or 

Luminous Hills wine to take a picture with their favorite bottle of wine where they enjoy it the most, 

and use the hashtag #ILoveSevenofHearts, #ILoveLuminousHills, #LookWhereImDrinking or 

#CheckoutmyLuminous. We can do a staggered publication of these pictures in our newsletter and 

website. For example, we could get pictures of a bottle of the Ice Princess at a cocktail party, with 

some friends at the table sharing the bottle and some cake. We could also get pictures of our wine in 

different countries. The Luminous Hills Aura could be held by one of our long-time customers on 

the Eiffel Tower, the 2010 Pinot Noir enjoyed by the pool, in college, on the coast or in other 

exciting places. If we get enough submissions of people traveling in different countries enjoying the 

universal language of wine, we then have the additional option of turning those pictures into a 

brochure. The brochure for Seven of Hearts can read “Seven of Hearts, understood around the 

world, enjoyed anywhere.” During Christmas or Halloween, we should have special wine 

decorations for our wine club members. For example, during the Christmas season, the bottles they 

receive in the mail should have scarves and elf hats. 

 

Cost 

The budget of this project will range from $5,000 to $6,000, depending on the success and 

popularity of the newsworthy event. We must allocate resources for the design, creation and 

distribution of all our communication materials included in this public relations plan (wine rack 

cards, newsletter, brochure, etc.). This campaign will span the course of one year due to aspects of 

the plan that are affected by different seasons (ie. the Christmas décor on bottles is in the winter, 

IPNC is in the summer) and can be extended as seen fit and depending on success. We must 
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account for the cost of the gift certificates we give away as prizes in the social media contests or 

donations for charity events. 

 

Evaluation 

In order to measure the success of this public relations campaign, can also count the number 

of submissions we had to our social media events, how many wine rack cards and brochures were 

taken, how many people attended the events and how much media coverage our events got. We 

should also count how many times Seven of Hearts or Luminous Hills was written about in the local 

media, any blogs and how many press releases were published. Finally, we can evaluate our success 

by how many gift certificates for complimentary tastings were redeemed. 
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Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills       •       217 W Main St. Carlton, OR 97111       •       TELEPHONE 971-241-6548 

For immediate release 

Contact: Byron Dooley/Rachel Go, 626-363-5551, rgo@sevenofheartswine.com 

First annual vertical tasting for Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills 

CARLTON, Ore. – Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills will be showcasing their library wines by 

having their first ever annual vertical tasting every Saturday in June. The vertical flights will be poured by 

winemaker Byron Dooley from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Seven of Hearts tasting room located at 217 West 

Main St. Carlton. 

A vertical flight of seven wines will feature four distinct vintages of Seven of Hearts Pinot Noir 

Willamette Valley, 2008 to 2011, drawing from a broad range of expression and sites.  Three different 

vintages of Luminous Hills Estate Grown Pinot Noir, 2009 to 2011, will also be poured, providing unique 

expressions of that special place. This event gives wine lovers a valuable opportunity to discover how – 

and how well – Oregon Pinot Noirs age over time. The event is also an exciting opportunity for wine 

enthusiasts to have an intimate tasting with a knowledgeable winemaker who produces numerous types 

of wine, including Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Pinot Gris, Sauvignon Blanc, Roussanne, Rosé, Grenache, 

Mourvèdre, Cabernet Franc, various blends and dessert wines. 

Seating is limited to 12 attendees per session and the entry fee is the purchase of a four-

bottle Seven of Hearts vertical priced at $100, $85 for wine club members. Hors d’oeuvres selected 

to pair with the wines will be provided. Email lena@sevenofheartswine.com for more information 

or reservations. 

Seven of Hearts features wines from distinct appellations within Oregon's Willamette Valley and 

neighboring regions, with an emphasis on specific vineyards and portions of vineyards that show unique 

characteristics. Using traditional winemaking methods, their goal is small production wines of great 

purity, complexity and elegance. 

### 
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Seven of Hearts / Luminous Hills       •       217 W Main St. Carlton, OR 97111       •       TELEPHONE 971-241-6548 

For immediate release 

Contact: Byron Dooley/Rachel Go, 626-363-5551, rgo@sevenofheartswine.com 

Seven is Seven, a birthday dinner featuring library wines 

CARLTON, Ore. – Seven of Hearts is having a birthday and wants to invite the community to 

celebrate with some of the winemakers favorite library wines. The Seven is Seven dinner will feature five 

library wines served with current release counterparts, for a total of 10 wines. The celebration will 

commemorate the seventh vintage of the winery and Seven, the winery namesake cat, turning seven years 

old. Dinner will be held at the back room of Nick’s Italian Café on June 5, 2013 from 6 to 9 p.m. at 521 NE 

Third St., McMinnville. 

Winemaker Byron Dooley will be pouring at the event, sharing the story behind the name Seven of 

Hearts, his winemaking methods and his passion for wine. Dooley will also be giving a short introduction 

to each of the wine sets that night, such as 2009 Luminous Hills Estate Pinot Noir coupled with 2011 

Luminous Hills Estate Pinot Noir. 

Seven of Hearts will also be holding a silent auction of seven baskets of wine, with 10 percent of 

the proceeds going to local food bank YCAP. The baskets will consist of the wines being poured at the 

dinner and other special library wines. 

The cost of the event is $75 per person, which includes wine and dinner for the night. Email 

rgo@sevenofheartswine.com for more information or to reserve your seats. 

Seven of Hearts features wines from distinct appellations within Oregon's Willamette Valley and 

neighboring regions, with an emphasis on specific vineyards and portions of vineyards that show unique 

characteristics. Using traditional winemaking methods, their goal is small production wines of great 

purity, complexity and elegance. 

### 
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